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Out To Innovate Announces Inphi Scholarships

Today, Out to Innovate is proud to announce the winner for the 2021 Inphi

Scholarship in Physics and Engineering.

Suhas Eswarappa

Prameela, 2021

recipient of the 2020

Inphi Scholarship
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The Inphi Graduate Physics/Engineering Scholarship for $5000 is awarded to Suhas

Eswarappa Prameela. Suhas is a Mechanical and Materials Engineering PhD student

at Johns Hopkins University where he works to design lightweight magnesium alloys

for lightweight vehicles to improve fuel e�ciency. He is very active in diversity and

inclusion e�orts at Johns Hopkins and has also founded a visibility project to promote

LGBTQ+ academics through the Queer Faculty Project. “I am thrilled to receive the

2021 InPhi Scholarship and very happy to be recognized for my academic work,

diversity and inclusion e�orts. Thanks to InPhi and Out to Innovate for continuing to

promote and bring visibility to LGBTQ+ students in STEM. I am humbled to receive

this award along with many other talented and hard-working individuals.”

About InPhi Corporation

Inphi is a leader in high-speed data movement specializing in data movement

interconnects between and inside data centers. Inphi o�ers semiconductor components

and optical subsystems for their networking original equipment manufacturer (OEM),

optical module, cloud and telecom service provider customers. The company prides

themselves in its execution, people, innovation, and customers. The company embraces

open communication and treats each person with respect. Visit https://www.inphi.com/ to

learn more about InPhi.

About Out To Innovate

Out To Innovate (formerly NOGLSTP) was established in 1980, incorporated in the state of

California in 1991, and was granted IRS 501 (c) 3 nonpro�t status in 1992. Out To Innovate

is a professional society that educates and advocates for LGBTQ people in STEM. Out To

Innovate presents educational symposia and workshops nationwide and fosters dialog

with other professional societies, academia, and industry to facilitate diversity and

inclusion in the workplace. Out To Innovate is an a�liate of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, is a sustaining member of the National Postdoctoral

Association, a member of the Gay and Lesbian Leadership Institute Presidential Advisory

Project’s Coalition, a partner with the Higher Education Recruitment Consortium, a partner

of the Society for Women Engineers, and a founding member of the DiscoverE Diversity

Council. For more information, visit the website at www.noglstp.org or contact

scholarships@noglstp.org.



Out to Innovate™ is:

a professional society and global community of LGBTQ+ students and professionals in science,

technology, engineering, and mathematics.

About Out to Innovate

A Brief History

https://outtoinnovate.org/history
https://www.facebook.com/OuttoInnovate
https://twitter.com/OuttoInnovate

